Lab Wars
Laboratory Personnel Issues in One Act

Improv Theater
Dramatizes and Reveals
Solutions to Sticky
Situations in the Lab

April 27, 2007
Bren 1414

Two Shows:
9-10:30 am
2:30–4 pm

Seminar:
11am–Noon

The Laboratory Management™
Institute (LMI) from UC Davis brings
its innovative and widely acclaimed
"LabAct" training to UCSB.

Attend any or all performances whether you are a PI, Postdoctoral Scholar,
Graduate Student, Undergraduate Student, Staff, Administrator, or other
human who runs or expects to run a research or service laboratory or
manages research or scientists.

The training will give you insight into common professional issues that are
rarely discussed in the open. You will laugh and learn at the same time.

- Laboratory Communication
- Laboratory Leadership
- Laboratory Management
- Laboratory Ethics
- Laboratory Innovation
- Laboratory Best Practices
- Laboratory Health & Safety
- Laboratory Mentoring

Visit www.research.ucdavis.edu/LMI for more information

Sponsored by UCSB Office of Research, Geography Department, and LARS

UC Davis Laboratory Management Institute
Better Science through Better Management™